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WHO PRODUCES KNOWLEDGE IN BRUSSELS?

� 12.117 FTE R&D workers in 2015 

… of whom 72% are researchers 

� 48% of the researchers engaged in higher 
education institutions (HEI)

� Over 50 HEI active in Brussels, yet a 
fragmented landscape (philosophical & 
linguistic walls) & not necessarily knowledge 
on Brussels

Kalenga-Mpala & Wautelet, 2018



THREE MODES OF POLICY-RELEVANT 
KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION (IN/ON BRUSSELS)? 
(DOTTI, 2016)

1) (Semi)Public authorities building knowledge in-house

Cf. equal 13% of the overall volume of researchers in Brussels

Debate? Development of one's own department, rather than 
cooperation? 

2) (Semi)Public authorities outsourcing knowledge: consultancy missions

Debate? Research (in)dependency 

3) (Semi)Public authorities building/nurturing collaborative models, 

engaging # types of knowledge actors (public, academic, civil society, citizens, ….)



PRODUCERS OF ‘USEFUL/RELEVANT’ KNOWLEDGE:            
ACADEMICS ON THE FRINGE / LAWYERS & ARCHITECTS IN THE CORE?

� Selected (non exhaustive) volume of 
consultancy budgets : 7.6 mio €

� HEIs: minority share of 10% of the budget

� Consultants (# types: 67%)

� "I think that universities should be more
interested in their city-region and the city-region
should be more interested in its universities. I
think they're often next to each other“

Philippe Close, Alderman of the City of 
Brussels, cited in Vaesen, e.a., 2016.

Budget share of 131 consultancy missions, 
ordered by various (semi)public authorities in 
Brussels (non exhaustive), 2010-2015 
(Source: parliamentary questions BCR)



CRITICAL FACTORS IN BUILDING & FOSTERING 
THE POLICY – KNOWLEDGE BRIDGE (VAESEN E.A., 2016)

� Critical sounds from academics? 
1) … on the connection with policy-makers : lack of “distance”? « Agents » of politicians?

2) … declining participation in “integrated” BSI-research as it challenges their conceptual 
frameworks (referring to “methodological coherence”)

� Critical sounds from policy-makers (source: BSI semi-structured interviews, in progress)?
1) « (scientific) research is dangerous » (cf. potential discrepancy between research outcomes 

and developed policy)

2) (scientific) research does not provide for useful knowledge or policy recommendations?

3) who determines the research agenda? Policy-dependency? 

• Critical sounds from civil society: 
1) HEI & civil society have different goals 

2) civil society does not need scholars - have enough knowledge in-house



THE ADDED VALUE OF EXCHANGE & 
COLLABORATION BETWEEN # SPHERES

� “ Through the cooperation with academics one can take a kind of distance
from where you sit every day and what you want to do on the floor and in

practice. Thanks to such a collaboration, you can get a kind of reflexive or

more theoretical perspective that fits your work within a broader whole or

can add a more analytical level to it.”

Leen De Spiegelaere, Brussels Arts Dialogue - BKO
cited in Vaesen, e.a. 2016

� Original citation: « Via de samenwerking met academici kan men een soort afstand nemen van waar je 
dagdagelijks inzit en wat je op de werkvloer en in de praktijk wil uitvoeren. Dankzij zo een samenwerking kan je een 
soort reflexieve of meer theoretische invalshoek krijgen die uw werk kadert binnen een breder geheel of daar een 
meer analytisch niveau aan kan toevoegen. »



INTEGRATING EXISTING (FRAGMENTED) & 
NURTURING NEW KNOWLEDGE

� Continuous contacts with Brussels public, private and 
associative actors through # types of activities: 

1) research contracts: added value in integrating 
fragmented knowledge / creating new insights => ‘holistic’

Cf. action-research with the cultural sector in Brussels : 
mobility data on the users of cultural institutions through a 
territorial lens (now: institution-driven approach), together 
with the cultural networks BKO & RAB (co-creaters)

2) valorization projects:  WWI-project with expo, city 
tours & pedagogical material compulsory education 

3) co-creative development of education/training
Cf. BRUAC 2014: creation of a course series on the cultural 
landscape in Brussels with the cultural networks BKO & RAB 

“Culture in Brussels? It takes 8 (!) ministers” (De 
Morgen, 14.01.2015) & many more Aldermen



FEATURE 1: INTEGRATED MULTI-
PERSPECTIVE KNOWLEDGE ON BRUSSELS

� Hammering on scientific autonomy (e.g. re-framing theoretical, 
conceptual & methodological frameworks), while preserving (co-
creative) engagement with urban professionals & users

� Integrated approach fosters legitimating output & impact: 
“The consensus regarding BSI is very large and everybody recognises
that it did not only perform well but that it did so in utter scientific
independence”.

MP Benoît Cerexhe, cdH (majority), 2015: 7



THE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE: 
STRUCTURING THE POLICY AGENDA

� “At this point... It [Brussels as a student city]'s not government policy. That's for
sure. First, because [...] the political awareness of Brussels as a student city is
new [...]. I believe that this is certainly thanks to the joint VUB-ULB work, with
the support of the BSI, where we have done a lot of communication work around
Brussels. And for bringing politics to these two conferences and talking about

80,000 students. Before, information was not aggregated, gathered.
Who said ten years ago: "Brussels is 80,000 students"? Who said ten years ago:

"Brussels, first student city in the country"? It is a "new step", it is a

conscience. So the proof is that it is not in a political program. It is not in a
government declaration”.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator

Interviewee 4 (ULB) cited in Vaesen e.a., 2016. 



FEATURE 2: OPEN ACCESS - BRINGING ACADEMIC 
KNOWLEDGE TO A WIDER (LITERATE) AUDIENCE 2.0

� Scholars do not (all) work in an ivory tower:

“The histories of Flanders and Wallonia refer to another part of the habitus: the need of the
historian to create syntheses. After all, does he not consider himself to be the pre-
eminent scientist who can approach society in globo and indicate the correlations? When
the analytical preliminary studies and the comprehensive monographs are ready, high
quality and at the same time readable syntheses can be produced, so that a wider,
literate public can be familiarised with the findings of historical science. That connection
with the public is important and necessary. After all, knowledge and understanding of the
past are an essential part of the culture that civilised citizens must have”.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (Witte, 2009)

� Original tekst in Dutch: “De geschiedenissen van Vlaanderen en Wallonië verwijzen nog naar een ander onderdeel van de habitus: de behoefte van de historicus om syntheses tot stand te brengen.
Beschouwt hij zichzelf immers niet als dé wetenschapper bij uitstek die de samenleving in globo kan benaderen en de samenhangen kan aangeven? Als de analytische voorstudies en de omstandige
monografieën klaar zijn, dan kunnen er hoogwaardige en tegelijkertijd leesbare syntheses opgesteld worden, zodat men een ruimer geletterd publiek vertrouwd kan maken met de bevindingen van de
historische wetenschap. Die band met het publiek is belangrijk en nodig. Kennis van en inzicht in het verleden vormen immers een wezenlijk onderdeel van de cultuur die de beschaafde burger moet
hebben”.



THE BSI SYNOPSIS ARTICLES IN “BRUSSELS
STUDIES” (DECEMBER 2016 DATA)

� Fostering collaboration beyond institutions, disciplines & language groups            
(between 3 and 16 authors per article)

� Engaging actively non-academic experts

� On average views/downloads: +5.000 per article (ongoing)

Features? 
Academic, yet accessible
Trilingual: FR / NL / EN
Open access 



FEATURE 3 (WORK IN PROGRESS): FROM ‘AD HOC’     
TO ‘STRUCTURAL’ COLLABORATIVE MODELS

� From ‘bonding’ to ‘bridging’?: building & sustaining relevant 
networks (& trust)

Cf. BSI: > 430 unique persons actively engaged so 
far (68% academics / 42% non-academics)

� Equipoising & creating win-wins? Everybody needs (relevant) 
data?

� Combining short-term & medium-term knowledge building 
(multiannual programs)

� A shared vision through collaborative & co-creative tools & 
practices (shared research agenda)?

� Brussels: ”Knowledge brokers have emerged as a new type of 
actors shaping scientific production, influencing science–
policy relationships” (Dotti & Spithoven, 2017)

http://www.dandelion-europe.eu/en/about/advisory-board/set-up-of-

the-dandelions-advisory-board.html



BUILDING BRIDGES?

� https://www.vlaamsindicatorenboek.be/3.3.4/trends
-in-het-academisch-carrierepad

� Re-thinking education? MOOC on Brussels as a tool of 
transdisciplinary co-teaching

� Re-thinking post-doctoral expertise? 

Ca. 11% post-docs access professorship > 0.5 FTE after 
9 years

- Quid career pattern of post-PhDs? Cf. investment of 
Innoviris with limited extension possibilities

Solution? creating entry jobs in (semi)public  

expertise centers where researchers can help 

shape policy based upon their expertise?

- Hosting capabilities of (semi)public expertise centres 
& civil society actors? 

“The limited long-term career opportunities 
at the university mean that an ever-growing 
group of doctors are making the transition to 
the business community or the government”.
https://www.ecoom.be/nl/doctoralcareers



MAIN INHIBITORS TO VALORISATION OF ACADEMIC 
KNOWLEDGE IN BRUSSELS? (BSI SURVEY 2013)

1. Lack of time

2. Lack of funding

Gradual increase of researchers, supported by public 
authorities (role of Innoviris in Brussels: 485 ETP researchers 
engaged in Innoviris-funded projects in 2017)                            
(Kalenga-Mpala & Wautelet, 2018).

3. Academic rewards? 

Measuring the societal value/impact of valorization activities? 



KEY MESSAGES

1. Brussels concentrates a high number of knowledge actors, yet fragmented

=> relevance of an integrated approach

2. We need “Brussels” as a research subject

3. We need knowledge for Brussels? HEI not only producing 'universal' knowledge? Do 
they (also) function as a knowledge supplier for the city-region? 

4. Scholars do not (all) work in an ivory tower, yet: 
- mechanisms external to academia inhibit valorization activities: e.g. funding
- mechanisms internal to academia inhibit valorization activities:  e.g. rewards / academic CV

5. Combining (co-creative) user engagement and academic autonomy in a multi-
perspective modus is paramount

6. Public access of main results as a key to foster knowledge & debate

7. Role of knowledge brokers in building sustainable networks & exchange



https://nl-nl.facebook.com/BrusselsStudiesInstitute/

https://journals.openedition.org/brussels/1219


